The Starfall Pre-K Guide details Starfall’s recommendations for supporting your 4-year-old Pre-K children in using all our exciting activities and products.

Each section includes the following:
• Activities available at www.starfall.com and our mobile apps and key skills each activity reinforces
• Supporting Starfall products available for purchase at store.starfall.com
• Supplemental online resources at teach.starfall.com to help support your child’s learning experience

We are excited to partner with you in educating our Pre-K children!

Enjoy the benefits of becoming a Starfall member today!
Look for this icon throughout the guide to see which activities have expanded content for member supporters. Join today to explore everything Starfall has to offer!

Contained in this guide:
• Letter Recognition
• Color Recognition
• Rhyme & Rhythm
• Holiday Activities
• Fiction, Nonfiction, & Poetry Familiarity
• Folktale & Fable Familiarity
• Basic Math Concepts
• Number Recognition & Counting
• Shape Recognition & Manipulation
• Addition & Subtraction

Letter Recognition

Starfall ABCs
In the Starfall ABCs, children learn the upper and lowercase alphabet letters and sounds by clicking on the individual letters. Children can access the sign language alphabet by clicking on the Hand interpreter symbol.

Also Available On Starfall ABCs Mobile App

Recommended Activities

• Alphabet Block Letters
• Traditional ABCs
• ABC Songs
• Sign Language ABC’s
• ABC Short Vowel Songs (a, e, i, o, u)

Associated Products

ABCs, Numbers, and Colors Wall Cards C151 ($12.95)
ABC for Gingerbread Boy and Me! Big Book SB1605 ($24.95)
ABC for Gingerbread Boy and Me! [Small version] SB1650 ($7.95)
ASL Alphabet Poster NXP02 ($3.99)
Gingerbread Boy’s Instructional Card Set NX03 ($31.95)
**Letter Recognition (continued)**

**Supplemental Parent-Teacher Center Resources**

- ABC Rhymes
- Multi-Letter
- Find the Letter
- ABC Printouts
- Letter Formation
- Picture/Sound
- Letter Search
- ABC Cards

---

**Color Recognition**

**Colors!**

In Colors!, children learn to recognize the colors and color names, as well as the color used in phrases and sentences. Each color activity ends with a reward.

**Recommended Activities**

- Red
- Orange
- Yellow
- Green
- Blue
- Purple
- Brown
- White
- Black
- Gray
- Pink
- Rainbow

**Associated Products**

- ABCs, Numbers, and Colors Wall Cards C151 ($12.95)
- Let's Eat! A book about delicious colors SB1544 ($4.95)
- Gingerbread Boy's Instructional Card Set NX03 ($31.95)

---

**Rhyme & Rhythm**

**Songs + Rhymes**

In Songs + Rhymes, children will enjoy nursery motion songs, abc rhymes, historical folk songs, and classic sing-along songs.
Rhyme & Rhythm (continued)

Recommended Activities

• Selected Nursery Rhymes
• Starfall Sing-Along 2
• Motion Songs
• ABC Rhymes
• Starfall Sing-Along 1
• Historical Folk Songs

Associated Products

Starfall’s Selected Nursery Rhymes
Big Book SB1575 ($22.95)

Starfall Sing-Along Volume 2
(CD included) SB1520 ($7.95)

Starfall’s Selected Nursery Rhymes with CD SB1582 ($10.95)

Supplemental Parent-Teacher Center Resources

• ABC Rhymes

Holiday Activities

The Holiday icons take you to a variety of activities and skills. We recommend the Gingerbread and Send a Valentine activities for Pre-K children because those activities include an option to hear the instructions in addition to reading them.

Also Available On Starfall Gingerbread Mobile App

Recommended Activities

• Gingerbread
• Send a Valentine

Associated Products

The Gingerbread Boy
SB1322 ($4.95)

Gingerbread Boy Stickers
NS60 ($1.60)

Plush Gingerbread Boy
NA508 ($10.95)

Gingerbread Boy Rubber Stamp
NR502 ($5.25)

Plush Grandmother
NA510 ($14.95)
Supplemental Parent-Teacher Center Resources

- Holiday Cards

Fiction, Nonfiction, and Poetry Familiarity

Talking Library

In Starfall's Talking Library, children enter a library where they may listen to a variety of text that includes fiction, nonfiction and poetry.

Texts in the library may also be read aloud to the children.

Recommended Activities

- The Gingerbread Boy
- My Father Runs an Excavator
- Dolphins Are Not Fish
- Dinosaurs!
- Humpback Whales
- A Tale of Two Little Engines
- Goldilocks and the Three Bears
- The Cobbler and the Elves
- The Ant and the Chrysalis

- The Frog Prince
- How the Turtle Cracked Its Shell
- The Green Grass Grew All Around
- Stone Soup
- Over in the Meadow
- Who Likes the Rain?
- Why the Sun and the Moon Live In the Sky
- The Three Little Pigs
- The Troll Who Lived Under the Bridge
- The Ugly Duckling
- Let's Eat! A book about delicious colors
- Reach for the Stars
- Thermometers
- The Story of Milk
- A Day in the Life of a Firefighter

Associated Products

Read-Along CD Set
CDSET01 ($34.95)

Pre-K Classroom Kit
PTKIT01 (starts at $400.00)

Pre-K Homeschool Kit
PHKIT01 (starts at $185.00)

The Gingerbread Boy
SB1322 ($4.95)

Plush Gingerbread Boy
NA508 ($10.95)

Plush Grandmother
NA510 ($14.95)

Gingerbread Boy Stickers
NS60 ($1.60)

Gingerbread Boy Rubber Stamp
NRS02 ($5.25)

My Father Runs an Excavator
SB0639 ($4.95)
Fiction, Nonfiction, and Poetry Familiarity (continued)

**Associated Products** (continued)

- Dolphins Are Not Fish
  - SB0721 ($4.95)
- Dinosaurs!
  - SB1421 ($4.95)
- Humpback Whales
  - SB0660 ($4.95)
- A Tale of Two Little Engines
  - SB1438 ($4.95)
- Goldilocks and the Three Bears
  - SB1360 ($4.95)
- The Cobbler and the Elves
  - SB1353 ($4.95)
- The Ant and the Chrysalis
  - SB1537 ($4.95)
- The Frog Prince
  - SB1391 ($4.95)
- How the Turtle Cracked Its Shell
  - SB177 ($4.95)
- The Green Grass Grew All Around
  - SB1513 ($4.95)
- Stone Soup
  - SB1339 ($4.95)
- Over in the Meadow
  - SB1551 ($4.95)
- Who Likes the Rain?
  - SB1384 ($4.95)
- Why the Sun and the Moon Live in the Sky
  - SB1346 ($4.95)
- The Three Little Pigs
  - SB1414 ($4.95)
- The Troll Who Lived Under the Bridge
  - SB1506 ($4.95)
- The Ugly Duckling
  - SB1407 ($4.95)
- Let’s Eat! A book about delicious colors
  - SB1544 ($4.95)
- Reach for the Stars
  - SB1278 ($4.95)
- Thermometers
  - SB0622 ($4.95)
- The Story of Milk
  - SB0677 ($4.95)
- A Day in the Life of a Firefighter
  - SB0608 ($4.95)

Folktale and Fable Familiarity

I’m Reading – Folktales & Chinese Fables

In our I’m Reading activities, children can listen to text from a variety of genres, including folktales and Chinese fables.

**Recommended Activities**

- The Little Red Hen and Other Folk Tales
- Draw Dragon Dot Eyes and other Chinese Fables

**Associated Products**

- The Little Red Hen and Other Folk Tales
  - SB554 ($4.95)
- The Little Red Hen and Other Folk Tales (Classroom Edition)
  - SB1568 ($17.95)
- Draw Dragon Dot Eyes and other Chinese Fables
  - SB547 ($4.95)
**Folktale and Fable Familiarity** (continued)

**Associated Products** (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-K Classroom Kit</td>
<td>PTKIT01 (starts at $400.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-K Homeschool Kit</td>
<td>PHKIT01 (starts at $185.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basic Math Concepts**

**Math Songs**

Starfall’s Math Songs introduce basic math concepts including zero, counting to ten, adding and subtracting, time, days of the week, and months of the year.

**Recommended Activities**

- The Zero Song
- 5 Little Bears
- 5 Little Speckled Frogs
- Once I Caught a Fish Alive
- 5 Little Farmers
- 10 Kids Went to Play
- 10 Little Kittens
- The Time Song
- Today is Monday
- The Months of the Year

**Associated Products**

Starfall Math Melodies Book and CD

MB2145 ($7.95)

**Number Recognition and Counting**

**Numbers**

Children learn additional math skills including number recognition, counting, one-to-one correspondence, representation of numbers, and patterns.

*Also Available On Starfall Numbers Mobile App*
Number Recognition and Counting (continued)

Recommended Activities

- Zero
- Count Cookies
- Greater/Less/Equals

Associated Products

ABCs, Numbers, and Colors Wall Cards C151 ($12.95)
Over in the Meadow SB1551 ($4.95)
Gingerbread Boy’s Instructional Card Set NX03 ($31.95)

Supplemental Parent-Teacher Center Resources

- Counting Objects
- Number Cards

Shape Recognition and Manipulation

Geometry & Measurement

In the Geometry & Measurement activities, children explore 2D and 3D shapes, recognizing and describing them. They also sort shapes, recognize shapes in the environment, use non-standard tools for measurement, and manipulate shapes to solve puzzles.

Recommended Activities

- 2D / 3D Shapes
- Triangles
- 2D / 3D Sort
- Measurement
- Puzzles - Easy
- Button Sort - Easy

Associated Products

Gingerbread Boy’s Instructional Card Set NX03 ($31.95)
Backpack Bear’s Treasure Hunt MB2183 ($5.95)

Supplemental Parent-Teacher Center Resources

- Shapes Cards
Addition and Subtraction

Add & Subtract

Our Add & Subtract activities will introduce children to the operations of addition and subtraction. Activities include addition and subtraction practice within 10.

Recommended Activities

- Addition Intro
- Addition Within 10
- Subtraction Intro
- Subtraction Within 10
- Subtraction Within 10 - Bowling
- Make 10 Objects (10 Frame)

Associated Products

Gingerbread Boy’s Instructional Card Set
NX03 ( $31.95)

Contact Us

Business Hours
Monday-Friday: 9 AM-5 PM MST
Closed weekends and US national holidays.

Telephone
888-857-8190 Toll Free
303-417-6414 Outside the US

Fax
800-943-6666 Toll Free
303-417-6434 Outside the US

Mail
Starfall Education Foundation
PO BOX 359
Boulder, CO 80306

The Starfall Website is a program service of Starfall Education Foundation, a 501(c)(3) publicly supported charity. Starfall® and Starfall.com® are registered trademarks in the U.S., the European Union, and various other countries.

We permit materials from the Starfall Parent-Teacher Center™ to be reproduced by teachers or parents for noncommercial use in their classroom or home. Any other reproduction is prohibited without written permission from the publisher.
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